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Abstract 
In [4], Roberts constructed a counterexample to the fourteenth problem of Hilbert as the 
invariant subring of the additive group scheme G, acting on a polynomial ring of dimension 7. 
We replace his combinatoric construction of the invariant elements by more straightforward 
construction using the invariant rational elements. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
AMS Classtjication: 13A50, 14L30 
0. Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let R be a polynomial ring in n variables 
over k. Let K be a subfield of the quotient field of R containing k. Then the fourteenth 
problem of Hilbert asks whether or not K fl R is a finitely generated algebra over k. 
Nagata [3] gave the first counterexample to this problem which is the invariant subring 
of the additive group scheme G, acting algebraically on a polynomial ring. 
Recently, Roberts [4] gave a new counterexample to the same problem which is also 
the invariant subring of G, acting on a polynomial ring of dimension seven. He makes 
use of a suitable grading on the polynomial ring and gives an algorithm to construct 
an element of any given degree which is not contained in the subalgebra generated 
by G,-invariant elements of lower degree. His construction is, nevertheless, not very 
explicit, and it is still hard to produce a G,-invariant element of given degree in a 
concrete form. 
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We intend, in the present paper, to give a more visible construction of such G,- 
invariant elements which utilizes the G,-invariance property of such elements. Our 
construction can be easily generalized in the cases of polynomial rings of more vari- 
ables. In Section 1, we shall give a sufficient condition for the G,-invariant subring 
to be finitely generated over k (Theorem 1.1). In Section 2, we prove from our point 
of view that the G,-invariant subring is not finitely generated in the counterexample 
of Roberts (Theorem 2.1). In Section 3, we give a partial generalization of Roberts’ 
counterexample (Theorem 3.1). The argument to show that the G,-invariant subring is 
not finitely generated is the same in the counterexample of Roberts and its generaliza- 
tion, but the notations will get more complicated in the generalization. So we explain 
our idea fully in the computations of Roberts’ counterexample and indicate necessary 
steps in the generalization. 
In what follows, we use the next interpretation of algebraic actions of the addi- 
tive group scheme G, on affine k-schemes. Let A be a k-algebra. Then an algebraic 
G,-action cr : G, x Spec A -+ Spec A (or equivalently, the corresponding k-algebra ho- 
momorphism CJ* : A -+ A 6& k[t]) is given by a locally nilpotent k-derivation D on A 
such that 
a*(a)= c ;D”(a)t”, aEA 
n>O . 
where D is locally nilpotent if D”(a) = 0 for any a E A and m % 0, m being dependent 
of a (cf. [2]). 
1. A sufficient condition for finite generation 
Let C be a Noetherian integral domain and let A = En>0 A” be a finitely generated 
graded C-algebra which is an integral domain. Let 6 be a locally nilpotent C-derivation 
of A. Assume that 6 is homogeneous of degree - 1, i.e., &A”+‘) &A” for each non- 
negative integer n, where A” is the nth homogeneous part of A. We denote E’(O) 
and (S2)-‘(0) by A0 and Al, respectively. Clearly, C CA0 and b(Al)nC is an ideal 
of c. 
Let R = A[T] be a polynomial ring over A in one variable T, and let 
with a nonzero element c of C. Then A is a locally nilpotent C-derivation of R. We 
set Ro = A-‘(O) similarly. 
Write d(Al)n C= CFcl 6(ui)C with ui EAT, and let ciui = 6(ui)T - CUi for some 
ci E C and ui E R, where ci is a factor of 6(uf) and c. Let R’=Ao[ul,. . .,+I be a 
subalgebra of R contained in R. Then R’ is a graded subalgebra of R, which we regard 
as a graded ring by setting R” = ci+j=n A’Tj with deg T = 1. 
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Theorem 1.1. With the notations and assumptions as above, we assume further that 
(1) A0 is finitely generated over C; 
(2) depth pR 2 2 and depth pR’ > 2 for every p E Spec C with p 2 &AI ) n C. 
Then R’ = Ro. Hence Ro is fkitely generated over C. 
- 
Proof. We prove the assertions in several steps below. 
Claim 1. The following assertions hold 
(1) R,J II dR = dRo for every nonzero element d of C. 
(2) For every integer n > O,Rz :=Ro nR” is a finitely generated C-module and 
depth rR;t 2 2 for every p E Spec C with 42 > &Al) n C. 
(3)~Let U = Spec C-?‘(&A,) n C) and let j : U -+ Spec C be the natural open im- 
mersion. Then j, j*@ E R”, for every n > 0, where 8 is the coherent sheaf associated 
with R:. 
Proof. (l)dRo~RondRisclear.Ifd(d5)=Owith5~Rthendd(r)=Oandd(r)=O 
because R is an integral domain. Hence 5 E R,J and dt E dR0. 
(2) R;f is a C-submodule of R” = Ci+j=, A’Tj, where A’ is a finitely generated 
C-module. Then R”, is finitely generated because C is noetherian. Let p be a prime - 
ideal of C with p > &Al) n C. Since depth,R 2 2 by the hypothesis, we have a regular 
sequence (cl, ~2:. .) with ci E p such that cl is a nonzero divisor of R and c2 is a - 
nonzero divisor of R,JqR. Then the sequence (cl, ~2,. . .) is a regular sequence of R” 
for every n 2 0. Since Rt G R” and R”,jclR{ G R”/clR” by (I), the sequence (cl, ~2) is 
a regular sequence for R;f. Hence depth pR;; > 2. 
(3) Let Z = Spec C - U = V(6(A, ) n C) and let p be as above. Since depth pR;; > 2, 
we have depth z@ 2 2. Namely, g is a Z-closed coherent sheaf over Spec C (cf. [ 1, 
(.5.10.5)]). So we conclude that j,j*gsg for every n>O. 
Claim 2. The following assertions hold 
(1) R’” := R’ n R” is a finitely generated C-module for every n > 0. 
(2) For every n > 0 and every p E V(6(Al) n C), depth ER”’ 2 2. 
(3) With the notations of the above Claim 1, we have 
for every n 2 0. 
Proof. (1) This is clear because R’” = ci+j=n A@, where vu = vy’ . . . I.$? with 
c(i + ‘.. + cl,. = j and the Ah := A0 n A’ are finitely generated C-modules (since A0 
is finitely generated over C by the hypothesis). 
(2) This follows from the hypothesis that depth rR’ 2 2 for every p E Spec C with _ 
@ml)nC. 
(3) The same argument as in the above Claim 1 applies. 
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Let p E Spec C. Assume that p @ &AI ) n C. Then 6(ui) # p for some i, say i = 1. 
Let w -clv,/&ul)= T - cul/&ul). Then we have 
R[&] =fq&][Tl=+&j][wJ 
and 
Ro [q&J = @ [i&l>, = (4 [&J)o[wl=AO [&II [W1=R’ bhl. 
Hence it follows that 
R;f [&)I = (Ro [&Jj =R’” [i&J 
for every n 2 0. This implies that j*g= j*@, So, we have 
j*j*g=j,j*@. 
Thus Rt =R’” for every n > 0, and Ro =R’ as required. 0 
Theorem 1.2. Let m > 2, let A= k[&,. . ., Y,, 6,. , Tm] be a polynomial ring in 2m 
variables and let A = CF!, Y,“f’a/aT be a locally nilpotent k-derivation of A, where 
t 2 2. Then the invariant subring A0 := A-‘(O) is given as 
A0 ” k[K,. . . , Y,, & “‘q - f;‘+‘z (1 <i <j<m)] 
N k[K,...,Y,,Ui, (1 <i <j<m)] 
- (~‘+‘~k-Yjfi’Uik + Y,‘“Uij, 1 <i <j < k<m)' 
Here, in the second presentation of the ring Ao, we adjoin variables LJij to k[fi, . . . , Y,] 
for all possible pairs (i, j) with 1 5 i <j < m and consider the residue ring modulo the 
ideal generated by elements Y/” & - qt” uik + $ri’ LJij for all possible tr@ktS (i,j, k) 
with 1 Ii<j<k<m. 
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on m. If m = 2, it is straightforward to 
show that 
Ao=k[&,YZ,q’+1T2- g+‘T,]. 
Assume that m>2. Let D=k[x,.. ., Y,, 6 ,..., T,_l] and let 
m-1 
6 = c Y;+’ $ 
i=l 
be a locally nilpotent derivation on D. Then A = D[T,] and 
a 
A=6 f Y;+‘T,. 
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By the induction hypothesis, we may and shall assume that 
Do:=K’(O)=k[&,..., r,-,,r,,&j (1 <i <j < m>l, 
where ui, = YT” rj - q’+’ x. Let 
A’=DfJ[Yt+‘T, - Y;+‘& (1 <i<m)]. 
With the notations in Theorem 1.1. we have 
I:=s(D,)nk[Y,,...,Y,]=(Y:+’ ) . . . ) Y;': ). 
Then it is clear that depth pA 2 2 if p is a prime ideal of k[x, . . . , Y,] with p > I. In 
fact, (x, fi) is a regular sequence for% Then our assertion follows from Theorem 1.1 
provided we prove the following: 
Claim. depth,A’ > 2 if p is a prime ideal of k[Yl, . . . , Y,] with g 2 I. - 
Let 
B=Do[U1,..., U,_l]/(Y;+‘C$ - qtilUi + Yi+‘Uij, O<i<j<m). 
Then Y, is a nonzero divisor of B, and 
BIY,,,B 2 Do[U,,. . ., U,_I]/(r:+‘U, - ~‘+‘?I$, O<i<j<m) 
where DO = Do/Y,,,Do. Furthermore, BIY,B is embedded into &[ W] by the mapping 
ui H Y:” W, where Do is an integral domain by the induction hypothesis. Hence B/Y,,,B 
is an integral domain and Y,,,B is a prime ideal of B. Since Y,,, is a nonzero divisor of B, 
the ring B itself is an integral domain. Then the natural smjective Do-homomorphism 
defined by Ui +-+ Yi ‘+’ T,,, - Yt+’ Ti ( 1 < i <m) induces an isomorphism between B and 
A’. In fact, since dim A’ = di> B = dim Do + 1, we must have Ker cp = (0). 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
Do ” 
k[Yl,...,Ym,Uij (O<i<j<m)] 
(yT”L$ - I;“lUik + YL”Uij, O<i<j<k<m)’ 
Hence we have 
A’ &! Wl,..., Y,, Uv (0 <i <j 5 m)] 
(Y;“qk - qt”lJik + Yi”Uv, O<i<j<k<m)’ 
where Ui is identified with Ui, for 1 < i <m. 
Now let p be a prime ideal of k[Y1,. . . , Y,] such that p > I. Then Yi is a nonzero 
divisor of 2, and 
A’/Y~A’“Eo[V~,...,~~]/(I;‘+‘~ - Yi”‘I$, l<j<k<m), 
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where 
E. = 
k[Y&...,Y*,Qj (l<i<jim)l 
(&‘+‘Q - q’+‘Uik + Y,f+‘ui,, l<i<j<k<m) 
and I$ = U’j (1 <j 5 m). Then it is easy to see that Yz is a nonzero divisor of A’/Y’A’. 
Thus, depth pA’ 2 2 as claimed above. Then A’ 2 A0 and A0 has the presentation as 
required. In the course of the above proof, we have shown that A0 has the second 
presentation as required in the statement. 0 
We shall give examples, a part of which will be used in Section 2. 
Example 1.3. Let C = k[X, Y] and let A = C[S, T] = k[X, Y,S, T] be polynomial rings 
in two and four variables, respectively, and let R = A[U] be a polynomial ring over A 
in a single variable U. Let t 2 2 and let 
&y’+‘g + yt+‘_& and a A = 6 + (XY)’ au 
be locally nilpotent C-derivations of A and R, respectively. Then, with the notations in 
Theorem 1.1, we have 
A0 = k[X, Y,X’+‘T - Y’+‘S] 
(cf. Theorem 1.2). Let R’=Ao[fi, I$], where 6 =XU- Y’S and I$ = YU -X’T. Then 
R’=k[X,Y,K,&] sinceX’+‘T--Y’+‘S=YV’--XI5. Ifonenotes that 6(A’)nC=(X’+‘, 
Yt+’ ) and depthpa’ 2 2 for every p E Spec C with p > &AI ) n C, Theorem 1.1 implies 
that the A-invariant subring of R% Ro = k[X, Y, Vi,-&], which is a polynomial ring in 
four variables. 
Example 1.4. Let C = k[X, Y,Z] and let A = C[S, T, U] be polynomial rings in three 
and six variables over k, respectively, and let R = A[V] be a polynomial ring over A 
in a variable V. Let t 2 2 and let 
6=xt+$ + yt+‘& +z’+‘_& and A = 6 + (XYZ)‘-& 
be locally nilpotent C-derivations of A and R, respectively. Then Theorem 1.2 implies 
that 
A0 = k[X, Y,Z,X’+‘T - Y’+‘S,Z’+‘S - X’+‘U, Y’+‘U - Z’+‘T] 
G k[X, Y, Z, U’, U2, Uj] /(Xt+’ U3 + Yt+’ U, + Z’+’ U, ), 
where U’, U2, U3 correspond respectively to X’+’ T - Y’+‘S, Z’+‘S - Xtfl U, Yt+’ U - 
Z’+’ T. 
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2. The counterexample of Roberts 
Let R = k[X, Y, Z, S, T, U, V] and let 
a 
A=x'+';5s+Y f+l $ + z’+’ & + wwjg 
where t > 2. We assign degree 0 (resp. 1) to X, Y, Z (resp. S, T, U, V). Hence a 
monomial X’YbZcSaT~UyV6 has degree ~+p+y+G. Then A is an operator decreasing 
degree by - 1. On the other hand, we assign as weight a triplet of integers to a 
monomial M =Xa YbZCS’TfiUY V6, 
(cr(t+ 1)+6t+a,B(t+ 1)+6t+b,y(t+ l)+&+c). 
Namely, the weight consists of (deg,M,deg,M,deg,M) if we replace S, T, U, V by 
Xtfl ) yt+‘, Z’i’, (XYZ)‘, respectively. Thus, we may call it the (X, Y,Z)-weight. 
Let Ro = A-‘(O) be the A-invariant subring of R. Then we have 
Ro>k 
[ 
X,Y,Z,Y’+‘S-X’+‘T,Z’+‘S-X’+‘U,Y’f’U-Z’+’T, 
XV - Y’Z’S, YV - X’Z’T, ZV - X’Y’U I. 
In this section, we shall construct a homogeneous A-invariant element of degree n of 
the form 
XV” + monomial terms of V-degree < n 
for each n 2 1. Note that any homogeneous A-invariant element of degree >O is con- 
tained in ERR with 3 = (X, Y, Z) (cf. [4, Lemma 21). Namely, we prove the following 
theorem in a way different from Roberts [4]. 
Theorem 2.1. For every positive integer n, we have a A-invariant homogeneous poly- 
nomial which is written as 
XV” + monomial terms of V-degree -C n. 
Furthermore, each monomial has the same weight (nt + l,nt,nt). Hence Ro is not 
finitely generated over k. 
For this purpose, we start with a A-invariant element 
of R[X-‘1 and produce a polynomial in V whose coefficients consist of monomials 
in X, Y, Z, S, T, U with X-degree 2-l and degrees in Y, Z, S, T and U > 0, by 
adding A-invariant elements of the form 
CX” 
Y'Z' X'Z' 
-S--T 
X Y 
if n-y-d=0 (mod2) 1) 
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or 
s _ X’Z’ 
-T 
Y 
if n-y-d-l (mod2) (2) 
where c E k, a?O, PLO, ~20, d>O, 2/?+y+d=n, a+2Bt+dt=2/3t+yt+dt=nt 
ifn-y-d=O(mod2), and2/3+l+y+d=n, a+(2/3+l)t+dt=(2P+l)t+yt+dt=nt 
if n - y - d E 1 (mod 2). Moreover, we assume p 1 y + 1. Note that 
as well as elements of the above forms (1) and (2) have the same degree and weight 
(nt, nt, nt). 
Lemma 2.2. The above polynomial (1) or (2) expands as 
cxa(~s)“(~-~J Vd + monomial terms of V-degree < d 
or of X-degree > a - a, 
where we put o! = n - y - d. Furthermore, any monomial term not explicitly written 
in the above expansion of (1) or (2) has Y-degree > 0 and Z-degree :, 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show that any monomial term not explicitly written in the above 
expansion has Y-degree 2 0 and Z-degree > 0. 
Case a=2/?: We have 
Y’Z’ X’Z’ 
XS-yT 
)( 
Y’Z’ X’ Y’ 
yS-+J 
1 
y2tz2r 
_ x2 S2 _xt-‘ yt-‘Z2tST _ Xt-‘y2tZt-‘S(,f +X2tyt-1Zt-17’U 
= Yz yzt-1z2’-’ 
x2 
S2 _ Xt-1 yt-2Z2t-1ST _ Xt-1 y2t-lzt-2Su 
+./2ty’-2Z’-2TU 
>. 
Since /? 2 y + 1 by the hypothesis, the assertion follows immediately. 
Case cc=2P+ 1: We have 
Y'Z' Y'Z' X'Y' - ___ 
X 
s _ X’Z’ T 2 
Y >( xS-zU > 
y3tz3t 
_ x3 S3 _ xt-2y2t-lZ3tS2T _X’-2y3tZ2t--S2U 
+X2t-1 yt-2Z3tST2 + x2’-’ y2t-lZ2i-lSTU _ X3ty’-2z2t-‘T2u. 
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On the other hand, the computation in the previous case with the hypothesis /I > y + 1 
shows that 
( Y'Z' X'Z' ySSyT 
B-1 Y'Z' 
> ( 
-s-~u~-'(~-~)I 
x 
expands to a sum of monomials with Y-degree >O and Z-degree LO. Then the assertion 
follows from this computation. 0 
Suppose that by adding polynomials of type (1) or (2) to 
(& Ts] 
which have the same degree and weight as 
(V- Y$,)“, 
we produced a polynomial of the form 
F=V”+A,_,V”-‘+...+Ad+lVd+l+AdVd+...+AO, 
where Ai (0 <i 5 n - 1) is a sum of monomials in X, Y, Z, S, T, U with only X- 
degree possibly negative. Suppose further that A,_ 1, . . . , &+I consist of monomials with 
X-degree >-- 1. Let 
-I- = min{X-degree of monomials in Ad}. 
Assume that r > 2. 
Lemma 2.3. With the notations and assumptions as above, the sum A!) of the mono- 
mials in Ad with X-degree -r is written as 
where cx > r, cc(t + 1) - r = (n - d)t, and c( + y + d = n. Furthermore, if we write c1= 28 
(if a is even) or 28 + 1 (if a is odd), we have 
PLr+ 1. 
Proof. Note that the polynomials (l), (2) and 
(V_ FsJ 
have a triplet weight (nt,nt,nt). We can write 
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where M is a homogeneous polynomial in T and U of degree y := n - d - a with 
coefficients in k[Y,Z] and each monomial term of M has weight (0, (n - d)t, (n - d)t). 
Note that LX is uniquely determined by r because the X-degree of monomials in A!) is 
equal to a(t + 1) - ~=(n - d)t. Since A(F) = 0, the coefficient of Vd in A(F) must 
be zero. Namely, we have 
(d + l)Ad+,(lYYZ)f + &Ad) = 0, 
where 
d=x’+l..J& + yf+$ +zf+l_$ 
Meanwhile, since Ad+1 consists of monomials with X-degree 2-l by the hypothesis, 
we know that S’(M) = 0, where 
Since the #-invariant subring of k[ Y, Z, T, U] is k[ Y, Z, Yffl U -Zf+l T] by Example 1.3, 
M is written as 
where the exponent crt - y of Y and Z is computed (as it is) by considering the weight 
of M. Hence we have 
Then we obtain a(t + 1) - Y = (n - d)t and c1+ y f d = n by considering the weight. 
In particular, we have 
tvr=(n-d-a)t=yt>2y 
because t 2 2. Since r 2 2, we have 
CI > 2y + r > 2y + 2. 
If ~=2/l then /? > y+ 1 clearly. If CI =28+ 1 then 2/I+ 1 > 2y+2, which also implies 
/??y+l. 0 
Now, with the same notations as in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, consider G=F -P, where 
P is a polynomial of the form (1) if n - y - d E 0 (mod2) and of the form (2) if 
n - y -d E 1 (mod 2) with c = CO and a = c( - r. Since P is A-invariant, so is G. Write 
G as 
G = v” + &_I Y”-’ + . . . + &j+l vd+’ + & Vd + . . . + Bo, 
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whereBiEk[X,X-‘,Y,Z,S,T,U](OIi<n-1)andBi=Aiford+1Ii~n-1.Fur- 
thermore, we know by construction of G that Bd consists of monomial terms with 
X-degree > - r, Y-degree > 0 and Z-degree 2 0 (cf. Lemma 2.2). Hence, by re- 
peating this process finitely many times, we obtain a A-invariant polynomial whose 
coefficients of Vj (j>d) have X-degree z-1, Y-degree >O and Z-degree>O. Now 
we proceed to the coefficient of Vd-’ and so on. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. A generalization of the counterexample of Roberts 
Let R=k[X,Yi ,..., Y,,S,Tl,..., T,,V] and let 
A=xf+l~+~Y:+l~+(~~...Y,)‘~ 
i=l 
1 
where t > 2 and m 2 2. Let Ro = A-‘(O) be the ring of A-invariant elements of R. We 
consider R as a graded ring R = En,,, R” in which X, Y,, . . . , Y,,, have degree zero and 
S, 2’1,. . , T, and V have degree one: Then it is clear that Ro is a graded subalgebra 
of R. We write Ro = C n>O R”,, where R” = Ro n R” is the nth homogeneous part 
of Ro. We consider also the (X, Yt,. . . , Y,)-weight of a monomial M which is the 
(X, Y,, . . , Y,,,)-degree of the monomial in X, Yt,. . . , Y, obtained from M by replacing 
S, T,, . . . , T,, V by Xl+‘, Y:+‘, . . . , Yk+‘, (XYi . . . Y,)’ respectively. 
In this section, we prove the following theorem which is a generalization of Roberts’ 
counterexample to Hilbert’s fourteenth problem. 
Theorem 3.1. With the above notations, the following assertions hold: 
(1) Let (X, YI,. . . , Y,,,) be a maximal ideal of k[X, Y,, . . . , Y,]. Then we have 
for all n > 0. 
(2) For every positive integer n, we have a A-invariant homogeneous polynomial 
which is written as 
XV” + monomial terms of V-degree < n. 
The assertions (1) and (2) imply that Ro is not finitely generated over k. 
Proof. (1) This can be done in the same fashion as in [4, Lemma 21. Let n be 
an element of R;f such that r] e (X, Yi, . . . , Y,,,)R”. Then we may assume that q has a 
monomial which is written as 
(1 +f(X,Y ,,..., Y,))S’T;’ . ..T$VC. 
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where f(X,Yt ,..., Y,) is in the ideal (X,Yl,..., Y,) ofk[X,Yr ,..., Y,], a>O, bi>O 
(i= 1 ,...,m), ~20 and n-a+61 +...+b,+c > 0. Then we have 
A((1 +f(x,Y,,...,Y,))S”TP”.. T~V”)=aX’+‘(l+f)Sa-‘Tpl...T~VC 
+ebiq’+‘(l f’)S”TP’ ,.‘T:-l . . . T$ yc 
i=l 
+ C(xY~ . . . Y,)‘( 1 + f)SaT;I . . . T? vc-’ 
Case a > 0: Then the coefficient of Sa-‘Tp4 . . T,$ Ye in A(q) is written as 
aX’+‘(l +f.)+~~~+‘qi+(~Y,..-Y,)‘h, 
i=l 
where 91,. . . , gm, h E k[X, YI,. . . , Y,]. Since A(q) = 0, we have 
m 
~‘+‘u +.f)+CY:+'gl+(m ..-Y,)‘h=O 
i=1 
which is a contradiction. 
Case bi > 0 for some i (i = 1 , . . . , m): Then we have a contradiction by the arguments 
similar to the above case. 
Case c > 0: We may assume that a = b, =. . . = b, = 0. Namely, we have 
q = (1 + f)V” + monomial terms of V-degree < n. 
Then the coefficient of V”-’ in A(y) is written as 
n(1 +f>(xr, ..’ Y,)‘fX’+‘h’+~Y,‘+‘gl=o, 
i=l 
where gf, h’ E k[X, Yr , . . . , Y, ] (i = 1,. . . , m). Then there exist &,h” E R[X, Yt,. . . , Y,] 
such that gi’ (i= l,..., M) and h” are homogeneous polynomials in X, Yr, . . . , Y,, and 
that 
@y, . . Y,)’ =xt+‘/r” + 2 q!+‘gl’, 
i=l 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the assertion (1) of Theorem 3.1. 
(2) We need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Consider a A-invariant polynomial P of the form 
( (Y, --.Ym)is d P =FP,P2 v - x > 
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or 
p, = vlGl)‘s_ (~24m)‘T, 
( ) 
8+’ 
X YI 
x (Y,...Y,)‘S_ (xyIy3-L)‘T2 B 
( x y2 > 
and 
Moreover, we assume p > 0. Then P expands as 
+ monhmial terms of V-degree < d or X-degree > a - c( 
where a - 2 C 1 <j ;‘ii = 28 or 2p + 1. Furthermore, every monomial has E-degree > 0 
jbr 1 <i 5 m. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.2. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let F he a A-invariant polynomial in k[X,X-‘, Y,, , Y,,,,S, T,, . . T,,,, V] 
such that F is homogeneous in S, T,, , T,,,, V and F is written as 
F=V”+A,~,Vn-‘+~~~+Ad+,Vd+‘+AdVd+~~~+Ao, 
where AiEk[X,X-‘,YI ,..., Ym,S,Tl)..., T,] (O<i<n - 1) and X-degree of‘Ai > -1 
for d + 1 5 i 5 n - 1. Furthermore, we assume that the (X, YI,. , Y,,,)-weights of the 
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monomial terms of Ad are all the same und equal to ((n - d)t,. _. , (n - d)t). Let -r 
be the smallest X-degree of the monomial terms of Ad und let Ai’ be the sum oj 
monomials of Ad with X-degree -I-. Write 
Ad = A:) + terms of X-degree > -r. 
Assume that r > 2. Then Ai’ is written as 
A$-) =x”-’ (6 ... w, ( LY X > 
where a(t+ l)-r==(n-d)t, ~+C~<~~+j=n-d and Y=(YQ)~<~ with ]?I= C;<,Y~, 
=n-d-a. 
Proof. Note that c( is determined uniquely by I-. Write 
A(‘) = EM 
d X’ ’ 
where A4 is a homogeneous polynomial in T,, . . . , T, of degree n - d - x and each 
monomial has (Yl,. . ., Y,,,)-weight ((n - d)t,. . ,(a - d)t). Since d(F)= 0, we 
have 
This implies that 6(M) = 0, where 
is defined in Theorem 1.2. Since M is S-invariant, Theorem 1.2 implies that A4 is a 
sum of monomials 
cy;” . . . yz n(qf+‘z - y/::‘+‘qp 
i<j 
wherecck, Ci,iyi,=n-d-aand(Ck<iYki+Ci<,Yij)(t+l)+yi=(n-d)tfor 
1 < i 5 m. Hence we write it as 
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Hence we can write 
M=(Y1 .. . Y, ),I c cp n 
‘r icj 
X 0 
We note that r - r = (n - d - a)t =(Ci,, yij)t > 2 CiC ,. yg. Hence we can subtract 
a d-invariant polynomial P from F, where P is 
x”_’ 
( 
(6 . . . L)‘s _ (xr, ;; f-*I’ q 
x 
x U1-Y?J_ Gmr,4a’T2 p 
( x YZ ) 
x ifa_2C, ,y..=2p 
I<J EJ 
or 
/ 
x v_ (Yl *-L)‘s u ( x > if cC-2Ci,+yij=2/?+ 1. 
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Hence we obtain a A-invariant element 
G = V” + B,_, V”-’ + . . + Bd+, Vd+’ + Bd Vd + . . + B,,, 
where B,_, =A,,-,,..., Bd+l =Ad+l and every monomial of Bd has X-degree > -r. 
Then, starting with a A-invariant element 
( v_ (v4n)‘s n X ) 
and making subtractions of the sort as described above, we can produce a A-invariant 
element in R of the form 
XVn + monomial terms of V-degree < n. 
This completes the proof of the second assertion of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark. With the notations as above, we define I to be the ideal of k[X, Yt , . . , Y,] 
generated by Xl+‘, Y:+‘, . . . , Yiz’, and (Xr, . Y,)‘. The above m + 2 generators of I 
define a surjective mapping of a free module F of rank m + 2 which is identified with 
R’ = k[X, Y, r..., Y,]sCBk[X,Yl,..., Y,]Tl @...@k[X,Yl,...) Y,]Tm 
cBk[X, Yl,..., Y,]v. 
The mapping is given by S H X’+‘, Ti H Y, “‘(l<i~m)and VH(XY~...Y,)‘.L~~ 
M denote the kernel of this mapping. Let S(M) = ejbo S’(M) denote the k[X, YI, . . . , 
Y,]-subalgebra of R generated by M Then, by the arguments similar to Roberts [4], 
we have Ro = R n Q(S(A4)), where Q(S(M)) is the quotient field of S(M). 
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